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Abstract 
Erie, D., Stable equilibria and vector field index, Topology and its Applications 49 (1993) 231-235. 
The index of a stable equilibrium can be any integer in dimensions greater than 3, and any integer 
greater than -2 in dimension 3. 
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Let F: U -+ R” be a vector field on an open set U c R”, satisfying a local Lipschitz 
condition. Consider the differential equation 
Y = F(Y) 
and its solution flow. 
An equilibrium is called (Lyapunov) stable if any neighborhood contains a 
positively invariant neighborhood. It is asymptotically stable if it is stable and if 
there is a neighborhood such that any solution y(t) starting in that neighborhood 
tends to the equilibrium for t+oO. 
The Hopf index (or Brouwer degree, cf. [l, § 21; 2, Chapter 1; 5, § 5,6]) of an 
isolated equilibrium x0 can be defined as the topological degree of the sphere 
mapping S”-‘+ S”-’ given by 
F(x,+ EX) 
XH IIF(X0-t -)I1 
for small positive 8. 
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Assume 0 is the only equilibrium point of j = F(y). 
If 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium, then the Hopf index of the vector 
field F at 0 equals (-1)” [6, Satz 11. For n = 2, this is true even if 0 is only a stable 
equilibrium [6, Satz 31. 
The question arising here is whether the Hopf index is (-1)” generally for isolated 
stable equilibria in R” and any n. We show the answer is no: the hypothesis of 
asymptotic stability cannot be weakened to mere stability for n 3 3. 
Theorem. Let n 2 3, k E Z. If n = 3, let k 2 -1. Then there is a smooth (i.e., C”) 
vectorjield F: U + R” on a neighborhood of 0 E R” with the following properties: 
(i) F vanishes exactly at the origin 0. 
(ii) 0 is a stable equilibrium ofj = F(y). 
(iii) F has Hopfindex k at 0. 
For a proof, we construct a suitable vector field with property (i) such that the 
origin has arbitrarily small positively invariant neighborhoods each of which is a 
smooth manifold M with transversal boundary. By the PoincarC-Hopf Theorem 
[5, 9 61, the Hopf index is k = (-l)“x(M), where x(M) is the Euler number of M 
and the sign is caused by the fact that the vector field points inward on aM. As it 
turns out, for n 2 4, every integer k occurs, while for n = 3, only k 2 -1 can be 
realized in this manner. 
We start with a smooth compact connected n-dimensional manifold M in S”, 
with connected boundary aM. By Alexander duality [4, VIII. 8.151, S”\aM has two 
components, and the closure of S”\ M is connected. Let g : aM + S”-’ be a smooth 
map pointing into the interior of M everywhere (e.g. the negative of the Gauss map, 
cf. [S, § 61). Extend g to a smooth map G, : S” + R” with exactly two zeroes, one in 
M and one in S”\M. 
This can be done by standard techniques, e.g. in the following way: First extend 
g to an arbitrary smooth map S” +R” that is zero outside a bicollar of aM, then 
by Sard’s theorem [5] choose a regular value sufficiently close to 0, subtract it from 
the extension and deform the resulting map on a bicollar of aM, yielding G : S” + R” 
with G /aM = g. Then G will have finitely many zeroes, all nondegenerate and 
outside aM. Choose two smooth n-disks D in M\aM and D’ in S”\M, respectively, 
such that G is nonzero outside int D u int D’, and change G inside small neighbor- 
hoods of D, D’ to obtain a smooth G, vanishing exactly at the centers of D and D’. 
After removing two little open balls in S” around the two zeroes of G, (e.g. 
int D u int D’ of the preceding paragraph), we are left with a manifold that can be 
smoothly identified with N:= D(2)\int D(l), where D(s) := {x E R”: (JxII G s}, and 
a smooth nonvanishing vector field H, : N + R” obtained by restricting G, . We may 
further assume that H, satisfies: 
(a) On aM c N, H, points into M\int D(1). 
(b) H, has Euclidean norm 1 everywhere, i.e., H, : N + S”-‘. 
(c) In a neighborhood of aN, the value of H, at x depends only on x/ IIxII. 
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Property (c) is achieved by an appropriate deformation in a neighborhood of aN 
upon realizing that the two maps S”-’ + S”-’ defined by H, 1 a N are homotopic. 
H, is used to define a vector field H : D(2)\(0) + 9-l by 
H(x):= H,(24x) if 2-4 G llxl] < 2-4+‘. 
H is smooth due to property (c) above. 
Let p : R” + R be a smooth function, positive on R”\(O), vanishing at 0 together 
with all of its derivatives of any order. Then we define a vector field F: D(2) + IR”, 
cp(x)H(x), 
F(x):= o 1, if x # 0, if x = 0. 
F is smooth; see the Appendix for a proof. 
By construction, the image of aM under the shrinking map x H 2-4x bounds a 
neighborhood of the origin in D(2-Yt’) for any q EN, positively invariant with 
respect to the differential equation 9 = F(y). Hence 0 is a stable equilibrium. 
As mentioned above, the Hopf index of F at 0 is (-l)“x(M). To complete the 
proof of the theorem, we have to study which integers can be realized in this form. 
First let n = 3. If M is a 3-disk, a solid torus or a smooth handlebody of genus 
p in the 3-sphere, then (-l)“x( M) is -1,0 or p - 1, respectively. 
Now consider n 3 4. If M is a smooth compact connected (n - 1)-manifold in 
S-r, possibly with disconnected boundary, then M x [0, 11, with corners smoothed, 
is a suitable n-manifold embeddable in S” with connected boundary (the double 
of M), and has the same Euler number as M. Therefore, we only have to find a 
smooth compact connected 3-manifold in S’ with Euler number k, for any ks -2. 
As such can serve the complement of the interior of the union of m disjoint smooth 
3-disks in S’, for m = -k. 
Remark. Whether ks -2 can occur as the index of an isolated stable equilibrium 
in dimension 3, cannot be determined by our method. For duality shows x(M) = 
&y(aM) which is ~1, as dM is a closed connected 2-manifold in 3-space. An open 
question also remains what happens in the real-analytic case. 
Appendix 
Definition. A function cp : U + R on a neighborhood of 0 E R” is called flat at 0, if 
it is smooth (C”) and vanishes at 0 together with all of its partial derivatives of 
any order. A smooth function h : U\(O) -+ R is called of rational growth at 0 if the 
following holds: If r is any nonnegative integer and g is any partial derivative of 
h of order r, then there is a nonnegative integer m such that 
Fz llxll”g(x) = 0. 
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Remark. If cp is flat at 0 and m a natural number, then q(x)/ Ilx(lm is bounded in 
a neighborhood of 0. This is a consequence of Taylor’s theorem [3, 8.14.31. 
Lemma 1. For i = 1, . . .,p,letcp,:U+RbeflatatO~R”andleth~:U\{O}~[Wbeof 
rational growth at 0. Then .f: U + R, d@ned by 
ifx = 0, 
is C” and flat at 0. 
Proof. (i) f is continuous: 
limf(x) =lim i cp’(x) 
X+0 
-. IIx/“hl(x) = O=f(O) 
r-o i=l JJXJjm 
for a suitable m. 
(ii) f is C’: 
lizi(x)=lim 5 
I 
x_oi=, (z(x)hr(x)+pi(x)z(x))=O 
by (i), as each summand is a product of a flat function with one of rational growth. 
$ to) = lim E cPt(O,. . Y x~~ O,. . .riC", . . . > xj, O,. . .). 
J x,+o izl J 
For a suitable m, the absolute value of each summand is 
~ do,. . . ,x,,o,. . .) 
x,,” + ’ 
IxjI”lht(O,. . . 3 Xj, 0,. . .)I, 
a product of a bounded function with a function tending to 0. Thus 
and aflax, is continuous. 
(iii) Part (ii) shows: If f is C’ and each of its partial derivatives of order r 
vanishes at 0 and outside of 0 is a finite sum of functions “flat times rational growth”, 
then these partial derivatives are C’, and hence f is C’+‘. 
This proves that f is C”. It is flat at 0, since all of its partial derivatives of any 
order are of the form as f in Lemma 1. 0 
Lemma 2. Let D(s) c R” be the compact n-disk of radius s centered at 0, U an open 
neighborhood of D(2), and let h : U\(O) + R be a C” function satisfying: 
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(c) In a neighborhood of the boundary of D(2)\int D(l), the value of h at x depends 
only on x/IIxjI. 
(d) For any natural number q and any x with 2C s llxll G 2?‘+‘, 
h(x) = h(24x). 
Then h is of rational growth at 0. 
Proof. Induction on r shows: If g is any partial derivative of h of order r and 
2-q< llxll4 2-4+1, = 2’4g(24x). Therefore, if K := 1 II y II s 2}, 
then 
Hence llxll ‘+‘lg(x)I s 2’K llxll for all x # 0, and 
liz llxll I+‘g(x) = 0. 0 
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